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Notes -

SP was visiting NY devotee came down from apt and SP just embraced him. 
And this is the spiritual society and guru embraces disciples I thought it 
oridinary. And later 10 times embraced from SP.

•

In similar way bcsm was wonderful and appreciated spi. Quality and friendship 
and he is wonderful. But now we start to see more how exceptional he was. In 
BG arjuna sees  universal form and I don’t know who you are actually. Similarly, 
bcsm was extra ordinary. And he went to europe for search for things then he 
found and tell them about the great heritage of india and he went back to india 
to search for guru. And then he came to mayapur and one of the friend gave 
NOD to BCSM. 

•

And that means so many were SP took off and SP said he made what he has.•
With BCSM this is different and krsna sent different test to serve him, to lead, 
to shine as example of KC and it was always there and just wanted to watered 
by the association of SP.

•

Just like fire is always there and its just came out. •
In india gaudiya math devotees has so much affections for BCSM and also 
BCSM has love affection to them.

•

Qualities doesn’t belongs to material world but his qualities belongs to spiritual 
world. And that’s where you can find Bhakti Charu Swami Maharaja.

•

In india he is at home and when he is in US the same reason he is in Krsna's 
home and SP said we have to entered into spiritual consciousness and we 
need to have that consciousness.

•

SPs in last day, When I was in vrindavan with SP, BCSM came.  And seen SP 
room was dark in the middle of night bcsm came kneeling down and offer 
dandavats and conveyed SP in such a gentle and soothing way, serve SP that 
he is just perfect and his mood is very much comprehend and I remember he 
was kneeling near SP's bed. This is how disciple should be.

•

That’s an eg we have about BCSM.•
We all have afflicted by His absence but we need to carry on and he was not 
wishy washy but his example were clear and convicted.

•

Lets pray for bcsm welfare and success and may you please guru maharaja 
rest of your life because he was pleasing to his spiritual master SP.

•
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